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Abstract

Objectives: The aim was to assess the knowledge and attitudes of specialists (SP) and general dental practitioners (GDP)
toward cement‑retained restoration (CRR), screw‑retained restoration (SRR) and implant restorations in Saudi Arabia.
Materials and Methods: Self‑designed‑structured questionnaires were distributed between SP and GDP by hand
and through E‑mails. Opinion of dentists regarding factors vital in selection of CRR and SRR was enquired. Factors
included esthetics, retrievability, retention, passive fit, fracture resistance, tissue health, cost‑effectiveness, fabrication
ease, and required expertise. Participants also graded significance of treatment‑planning factors for implant‑retained
prosthesis. Analysis of comparative response frequencies and significance grades was done using the Chi‑square and
independent t‑test.
Results: Of 552 respondents, 64% were SP and 36% were GDP with overall response rate of 67%. About 75% of SP
and 80% of GDP used SRR in <50% and <25% of their implant practice respectively. The opinion of GDP and SP was
significantly different with regards to esthetics, fabrication ease, retrievability, retention and cost‑effectiveness between
CRR and SRR (P < 0.05). Overall, CRR were considered better in terms of esthetics, passive fit, fabrication ease,
required expertise and fracture resistance. However, SRR were regarded as having better retention, retrievability, soft
tissue health and cost‑effectiveness. The average significance scores were significantly higher for SP as compared to
GDP for six out of nine factors.
Conclusions: Knowledge of SP and GDP for selection of implant‑retained restorations was broadly in line with standard
evidence. The clinical use of CRR was greater in comparison to SRR.
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Introduction
Improved survival rates of osseointegrated dental
implants have led to their increased utilization in oral
rehabilitation.[1] Many factors influence clinical success and
longevity of implants and implant restorations including,
systemic patient health, implant site, type of supra‑structure,
biomechanical considerations and occlusal loads, and
oral hygiene maintenance.[2‑5] One of the vital decisions
to be made in the treatment‑planning of implant based
oral therapy is the method of retention of the restoration

to the implant, that is, cement or screw‑retained. The
choice between cement‑retained restoration (CRR) and
screw‑retained restoration (SRR) is influenced by multiple
factors, which include esthetic outcomes, mechanical and
biological complications, financial implications and ease of
maintenance.[6,7]
Both SRR and CRR are extensively being used in clinical
practice for prosthetic rehabilitations. Although, reports
have shown comparable survival results for CRR and
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SRR,[8] both these prosthesis types offer evident advantages
making them suitable for distinct clinical scenarios. For
SRR, maintenance and replacement is made easy through
retrievability;[9] also lack of luting cement minimizes biologic
complications and allows for uninterrupted healing for
immediately restored implants.[10] A further advantage of
screw‑retained prosthesis is their ability to be used in cases
with minimal inter‑arch space (<4 mm) and malpositioned
implants due to direct screw engagement. However in terms
of their limitations, SRR require increased skill on part of
the technicians along with high cost. In addition, presence
of screw access channel could result in unsupported
weak ceramic and undesirable esthetic.[11‑14] Conversely,
cement‑retained prosthesis provide the benefits of excellent
esthetics and desirable occlusal contacts.[11] In addition,
CRR allow for flexibility in positioning of implants, permit
passivity of fit and have low overall cost.[15‑17] However
CRR are not without problems, difficulty during retrieval
and incomplete removal of cement are major concerns.[18‑20]
Presence of residual cement in the peri‑implant tissue has
shown to result in biological complications, including soft
tissue inflammation and bone loss.[21]

Section one had four questions however sections two
and three had nine questions each. This resulted in a
total of twenty two questions. Questions included in the
questionnaire were finalized after a pilot distribution
of thirty primary survey forms within the College of
Dentistry, King Saud University. The first part of the
definitive questionnaire enquired about the respondent’s
category of practice, specialty, years of experience and use
of implant‑retained restorations. The second section had
nine questions enquiring which implant restoration (CRR
or SRR) better provides the properties desired in these
restorations. These desired factors included esthetics
outcome, cost‑effectiveness, ease of fabrication, expertise
required for provision, retrievability, and retention, passivity
of fit, fracture resistance and surrounding tissue health.
In the last part of the questionnaire, participants were
asked to grade factors considered important in selection
of implant‑retained prosthesis according to their clinical
significance. The significance level scores ranged from one
to five, one being very insignificant and five being very
significant (0–1: Very insignificant 1–2: Insignificant 2–3:
Neutral 3–4: Significant 4–5: Very significant).

In a recent long‑term clinical trial on comparing SRR and
CRR implant restorations, no difference was found in the
survival of these restorations by patient and clinician assessed
success factors.[8] Hence the choice between CRR and SRR
is based on the patient based clinical findings and clinicians’
preference. Since implant dentistry has revolutionized the
modern dental practice and increased numbers of general
dental practitioners (GDP’s) are involved in the provision
of implant‑retained restorations,[22] it is hypothesized that
the knowledge of GDP’s and specialist (SP) regarding
implant‑retained restorations is comparable. Therefore, the
aim of this study was to evaluate the knowledge and attitude
of SP and GDP regarding factors effecting decision‑making
between CRR and SRR implant restorations.

Six hundred questionnaires along with a cover letter stating
the instructions, rationale and purpose of the survey, were
randomly distributed between SP and GDP in the major
cities of Saudi Arabia. With the foresight of nonresponding
participants, 150 questionnaires were E-mailed on addresses
obtained from the SDS. Descriptive statistics and analysis of
the collected data was performed using Statistical Package
for Social Sciences (SPSS) version 21 (SPSS, Chicago,
Illinios, USA). Chi-square test was used for the comparison
of responses collected for each question between SP and
GDP. Comparative analysis of the significance grades related
to decision-making factors was made by using independent
sample t-test, considering P < 0.05 to be statistically
significant.

Materials and Methods

Results

The study population in this cross‑sectional study was a
sample of dentists in Saudi Arabia divided into two distinct
strata SP and GDP. GDP included in the study were graduate
dentist who had completed minimum 1‑year internship; for
SP, those who had completed a postgraduate SP program in
dental prosthetics and/or restorative dentistry. The contact
details of the clinicians were obtained from the office of
Saudi Dental Society (SDS). The Ethical Committee of
College of Dentistry Research Center, King Saud University
approved the study protocol (Ref No. 0019) and the study
was conducted from December 2013 to April 2014.

502 responses were completed out of the 600 hand
distributed questionnaires (response rate 83.6%). However,
SP and GDP completed only 50 out of 100 online (E‑mailed)
questionnaires (response rate 50%). A total of 552

A self‑designed‑structured anonymous questionnaire
in English language was used as the instrument for data
collection. The questionnaire comprised of three sections.

Table 1: Category and experience of participating
dentists
Participants

SP
GDP
Total

Years of experience
<5 years 5-10 years >10 years Total
n
%
n
%
n
%
n %
210
120
330

38.0
21.7
59.7

108
42
150

19.5
7.6
27.2

36
36
72

6.52
6.52
13

P

354 64.1 0.179
198 35.9
552 100

SP=Specialists; GDP=General dental practitioners
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complete responses were received, which were assessed
and compared between SP and GDP. 64% (n = 354) of
the respondents were SP and 36% (n = 198) were GDP.
Among the total respondents, 60% (n = 330) had <5 years
clinical experience, 27% (n = 150) had 5–10 years and
13% (n = 72) had >10 years experience [Table 1]. Almost
32% (n = 176) of participants were working in a private
practice, 48% (n = 265) belonged to teaching hospitals
and 20% (n = 111) practiced at both places. More than
80% (n = 163) of GDP used SRR in <25% of implant
restoration cases. However, almost 41% (n = 145) (majority
group) of SP used SRR in a range of >25% <50% of implant
cases treated.
Out of nine questions in relation to ideal properties
desired in CRR, SRR and implant restorations; opinions
of GDP and SP were significantly different on five
Table 2: Numerical summary of participant responses
to survey questions
Question

Response
options

SP
(n)

GDP
(n)

P

Percentage of SRR among
implant restorations provided

<10
>10<25
>25<50
>50<75
>75<100
SRR
CRR
Both
SRR
CRR
Both
SRR
CRR
Both
SRR
CRR
Both
SRR
CRR
Both
SRR
CRR
Both
SRR
CRR
Both
SRR
CRR
Both
SRR
CRR
Both

16
108
145
72
13
9
246
99
75
99
180
27
234
93
205
23
125
323
22
9
199
89
64
66
209
79
68
181
104
39
225
88

72
91
35
0
0
31
140
27
118
38
37
35
145
18
103
21
74
157
18
23
72
87
39
44
94
59
38
71
88
37
100
61

0.001*

Which restoration provides
better esthetics?
Which restoration is more
cost‑effective?
Which restoration is easy to
fabricate?
Which restoration requires
higher level of expertise?
Which restoration is easier to
retrieve?
Which restoration has better
retention?
Which restoration has better
passivity of fit?
Which restoration has better
fracture resistance?
Which restoration is likely to
disrupt tissue health?

0.01*

Although the majority of total respondents mentioned
SRR as having better retention, 43.9% (n = 87) (majority
group) of GDP selected CRR as more retentive restoration
compared to SRR. CRR was considered to possess
better fracture resistance by SP [51.1% (n = 181)],
however 44.4% (n = 88) (majority group) of GDP regarded
both restorations to have comparable fracture resistance.
Significant difference was found between SP and GDP
opinions regarding the cost of implant restorations. Most of
the SP (50.8% [n = 180]) considered both SRR and CRR
to be equally cost‑effective, however, 59.7% (n = 118) of
GDP chose SRR to be more economical.

0.001*

The average significance for factors influencing selection
between CRR and SRR is presented in Table 3. Factors

0.005*

Table 3: Comparison of average significance scores for
factors influencing selection of implant restorations

0.595

Factors

Expertise

Aesthetic

SP
GDP
SP
GDP
SP
GDP
SP
GDP
SP
GDP
SP
GDP
SP
GDP
SP
GDP
SP
GDP

Cost
0.024*
Ease of fabrication
0.017*

Retrievability
Clinical expertise

0.326
Passivity of fit
0.077

Retention
Soft tissue health

0.193
Fracture resistance

*Significant difference. CRR=Cement‑retained restoration;
SRR=Screw‑retained restoration; GDP=General dental practitioner;
SP=Specialists
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occasions (55.5%) [Table 2]. With regards to esthetics,
ease of fabrication, and passivity of fit, both SP and GDP
considered CRR to be superior to SRR. In relation to
esthetics and ease of fabrication the opinions of SP and
GDP were significantly different (P > 0.05), for both
factors > 25% (n = 99) of SP considered both CRR
and SRR to be similar. In addition, 22.3% (n = 79) of
SP and 29.7% (n = 59) of GDP considered both CRR
and SRR to have similar passivity of fit. Without any
significant difference between SP and GDP, delivery of
SRR, was considered to require high level of expertise (SP
58% [n = 205] and GDP 52% [n = 103]) and is also
less likely to disrupt soft tissue health (SP 11% [n = 39]
and GDP 18.6% [n = 37]). Majority of participants also
considered SRR, easy to retrieve as compared with CRR.

n

ASW

SD

SEM

P

119
67
119
67
119
67
119
67
119
67
119
67
119
67
118
66
118
67

4.55
4.15
3.78
3.58
3.89
3.18
3.93
3.97
4.10
3.69
3.89
3.85
4.18
3.73
4.31
3.80
4.03
3.61

0.756
1.270
0.940
1.157
0.757
1.072
0.722
1.206
0.960
1.033
0.811
1.351
0.936
1.024
0.929
1.255
0.978
1.100

0.069
0.155
0.086
0.141
0.069
0.131
0.066
0.147
0.088
0.126
0.074
0.165
0.086
0.125
0.086
0.155
0.090
0.134

0.008*
0.204
0.000*
0.792
0.007*
0.801
0.003*
0.002*
0.008*

*Significant difference. ASW=Average significance weightage;
SP=Specialist; GDP=General dental practitioner; SD=Standard deviation;
SEM=Standard error of the mean
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including, esthetics, soft tissue health, retention, level
of expertise and fracture resistance were regarded
as “very significant” by SP (average significance
weightage [ASW] ≥4). For the GDP group only
“esthetics” was considered “very significant.” However,
all other the factors were considered “significant” (ASW
in excess of >3<4) for both SP and GDP. Six of the nine
planning factors for implant‑retained restorations, showed
statistically significant difference in their ASW between SP
and GDP [Table 3].

Discussion
The study presents a unique data comparison of knowledge
and attitudes of SP (prosthodontic and restorative) and
GDP towards factors that are affected by different methods
of implant prosthesis retention. The response rate was
83.6% and 50.0% % for hand delivered and E‑mailed
questionnaires respectively. Electronic questionnaires
showed a low response rate as compared to paper surveys,
however, this has been reported previously.[23] Few reasons for
the low response rate of electronic questionnaires are, SDS
members not belonging to the specific specialty (prosthetic
and restorative dentistry), inactive SDS members, and
members failing to update E‑mail addresses with the SDS.
However for paper surveys the response rate appears similar
to a previous study by Baruch and Brooks.[24] Presence of
statistical similarity (SP and GDP, c2 test 0.179) in the
level of clinical experience between SP and GDP, allowed
an effective comparison of data sets.
Overall, almost 60% of respondents used SRR in <25% of
their implant cases. 75% of SP and 80% of GDP used SRR
in <50% and <25% of their implant practice respectively.
The popular use of CRR has been reported previously, in a
survey regarding practice of dental implants involving 16
countries; an overwhelming majority of clinicians reported
the use of CRR as compared to SRR.[25] In the present study,
factors considered most significant [Table 3] for selection of
implant restorations included esthetics, expertise required
for fabrication and fracture resistance of the restoration.
CRR are superior to SRR in all three above mentioned
properties, therefore it can be assumed that these along with
other reasons could likely be the cause for the preferred use
of CRR as reported in our study.
Both SP and GDP considered CRR to be esthetically superior,
easier to fabricate requiring comparatively less expertise and
have better passivity of fit in comparison to SRR. These
opinions appear to be in line with the established standards
in implant dentistry.[9,17,26‑28] When implant is placed in the
ideal position SRR and CRR produce the same esthetic
outcome. However, in situations where anatomy or bone
loss does not allow desired implant positioning, presence of
screw access hole in the esthetic region of a SRR, results in
an unfavorable esthetic outcome.[9,17] Moreover, a lack of

passivity of fit in implant restorations is linked to mechanical
and biological complications.[26,29] It is popular belief that
CRR are more likely to achieve a passive fit,[27,30,31] however,
studies comparing CRR and SRR for passive fit have shown
no difference.[30,32] It is assumed that the luting cement for
CRR acts as a shock absorber and results in stress reduction
in the prosthesis and supporting bone.[12] Conversely, in
case of SRR without a precise fit stresses are created at
the prosthesis‑implant‑bone complex likely to result in
complications.[17] Furthermore, fabrication of CRR is similar
to conventional tooth supported crowns, however, SRR
requires increase expertise and extra components resulting
in a comparatively costly and challenging restorative
process.[28]
Most of the SP and GDP agreed with the fact that CRR
cause more peri‑implant tissue inflammation than SRR (SP
63.8% and GDP 50.8%), and SRR are easier to retrieve (SP
91.4% and GDP 79.1%) in comparison to CRR. Presence of
residual cement is a common limitation of CRR, which could
lead to peri‑implant mucositis and in case of no treatment
results in peri‑implantitis.[33,34] Lack of cement in the use
of SRR allows better peri‑implant soft tissue attachment.
However, loosening of abutment or prosthetic screw causes
micro‑gap formation resulting in plaque accumulation and
granulation tissue formation.[35] Moreover, retrievability
of implant restorations is critical for the long‑term
maintenance and survival of these restorations. The
presence of screw access hole in case of SRR allows for
retrieval of these restorations without much challenge and
complications.[16] In comparison, CRR cemented to implant
abutments have to be removed in a way similar to tooth
supported restorations resulting in undesired stresses and in
some cases destruction of restoration. Multiple methods are
proposed to allow for easy retrievability of CRR including
use of temporary cement, retrieval screws, abutment inserts
and techniques on locating the screw access opening.[36‑38]
Retention for CRR is achieved through abutment
surface area, height, taper and surface roughness.[39,40]
In addition, the type of cement considerably influences
their long‑term retention.[41] However in cases of limited
inter‑occlusal space (<4 mm) or malpositioned implants,
SRR are indicated due to direct engagement of screw. In
the present study, overall, SRR was considered to have
better retention; a considerable number of GDP (43.9%)
preferred CRR to SRR. A possible explanation in this
regard could be; although SRR with regards to retention
are versatile, reports have shown increased incidence of
screw loosening (65%), however the rate of de‑cementation
for CRR have been reported to be <5%.[15,42,43] Moreover,
implant crowns withstand higher occlusal loads due to
lack of proprioception. Furthermore, the presence of
unsupported ceramic due screw access hole in SRR accounts
for their increased incidence of fractures.[14,44] Therefore, in
the present study the perception of majority of GDP that
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both CRR and SRR have similar fracture resistance (44.8%)
is in contrast to available evidence.
All factors assessed for their significance level in selection
of implant restorations were regarded as significant (ASW
of ≥3<4) or very significant (ASW of ≥4) by both GDP
and SP. This reflects the improved awareness and knowledge
of participants in relation to these factors. In addition, the
average significance scores were significantly higher for SP
as compared to GDP in six out of nine factors, suggesting
the increased comparative emphasis placed on planning of
these restorations by SP as compared to GDP.
A limitation of the present study was that data was
categorized and correlated on the basis of knowledge and
attitude of GDP’s and SP in relation to implant‑retained
restorations (SRR and CRR) however further studies are
needed to investigate the influence of duration of clinical
experience of GDP’s and SP towards the knowledge and
attitude of implant‑retained restorations.
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10.

11.

12.

13.
14.

15.
16.

Conclusions
17.

Within the limitations of the study, the results show that
the knowledge of SP and GDP with regards to factors
important in selection of implant‑retained restorations
was broadly in line with current standards. The use of
cement‑retained prosthesis for restoration of implants
was significantly higher than SRR in both SP and general
dental practice.
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